Instructions
1. Place the InTice™ Border Patrol™ System outdoors, by pushing the spike into the
ground so that the body of the station is flush with the ground. In soft areas such as
mulch you can place the station even deeper or pile the mulch up around the station. The
entry points for the pests are four spots on the underside of the lid. Don’t block these
entry points.
2. The station is keyless and the lid just firmly snaps on and off. Make sure the lid is
snapped firmly on when the station is in use.
3. The InTice™ Border Patrol™ System stations are perfect for use with the InTice™
Gelanimo™ Ant Bait 4 oz cups. Simply remove the lid from the Gelanimo cup and drop
it into the station and put the lid on the station.
4. For extra bait options, place a layer of InTice Granular Bait or other bait granules in
the bottom of the station and put the Gelanimo cup on top. Granular bait or liquid baits
such as InTice™ Thiquid™ Ant Bait can also be used alone in the stations.
5. Place the Border Patrol stations ideally in shaded areas near pest harborages. In
general, it is better to put the stations where pests are likely to congregate instead just
placing them uniformly around the perimeter. Pay particular attention to areas that are
damp, or where vegetation is heavy. Depending upon the species of ant and the level of
infestation, spacing could range from 10 feet to 40 feet or more. For a general
preventative situation during the warm season, two stations per typical home, placed near
likely pest harborages should work well.
6. The included service labels or your own proprietary label can be placed on the
underside of the station lid.
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